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	Title: Feelings
	Key Stage: 1
	Topic: Emotional health and wellbeing
	Learning Objectives: Pupils will learn to think about the feelings of others, including animals.Pupils will learn how to recognise when a dog or cat is feeling happy or sad.
	Learning outcomes: All: Will be able to list types of feelingsSome: Will be able to identify the feelings of others and may be able to identify why they are feeling that wayMost: will be able to identify that people act differently because of the way they feel
	Subject: PSHE/Citizenship
	Key words: Safe                                      Sad                                     Angry                            AntonymScared                                 Feelings                          Bullying                         Body languageLonely                                Cheerful                          Anxious                          Welfare NeedsHappy                                 Upset                               Opposite                        Charity
	Cross curricular links: 
	Key Questions: How is .... feeling?           How do we know this?             Why do you think they feel this way?Without talking to each other, how can people understand what someone is trying to say?How can we keep pets happy and healthy?Wat is a charity?
	Resources: Feelings PowerPointWhiteboards or pen and paperWorksheets
	N/C Links: Citizenship:- To recognise, name and deal with their feelings in a positive way- To think about themselves- To take part in discussions with one other person and the whole class- To recognise how their behaviour affects other people- That there are different types of bullying and teasing and that bulying is wrong- Take and share responsibility
	Activity: Slide 1: IntroSlide 2/3:StarterSlide 4:Learning intentionsSlide 5:Feeling left outSlide 6:Body languageSlide 7: Happy dogSide 8: Happy cat
	Teacher: Give a brief outline of the session & activities.AntonymsRun trough the lesson outline.Image & questions on slide. Build the scene & address bullying.Ask the pupils how the people in the images are feeling and explain that we know because of their facial expressions and body language. Animals can't tell us how they feel so we have to rely on their body language.Ask the pupils how they think the dog is feeling based on his body language. Use the slide notes to ellaborate.Ask the pupils how they think the cat is feeling based on his body language. Use the slide notes to ellaborate.
	Pupil: Pupils list the antonyms on their whiteboards.Ask a volunteer (or two) to read the learning objectives and outcomes.Paired discussion followed by whole class feedback. Pupils put their hands up to suggest how each person is feeling.After each answer pupils should show how they would express this emotion as a class (1, 2, 3, show me). They should do this using facial expressions and body language only - no sound. Paired discussion followed by feedback to class.Paired discussion followed by feedback to class.
	Time: 
	Notes2: Charades (whole class activity):One pupil stands at the front of the class. They're given an emoji card (see separate sheet). The pupil at the front has to mime the emotion for the rest of the class to guess. The pupil who guesses correctly takes the place of the pupil at the front.Snap (group/paired activity):The deck of snap cards is shuffled and dealt out to the pupils. The pupils take it in turns to place a card face up on the table. If a matching emoji and pet card are placed on the table consequtively the pupil calls 'snap'. The pupil who says 'snap' can add the cards on the table to their hand. The game continues until only one person holds the cards.
	Activity2: Slide 9: Stressed dogSlide 10: Anxious catSlide 11: Angry catSlide 12: Scared catSlide 13: Happy people Slide 14: Happy petsSlide 15: The 5 NeedsSlide 16:PDSAOverviewSlide 15: CharadesSlide 16: SnapSlide 17:Thanks
	Teacher2: Ask the pupils how they think the dog is feeling based on his body language. Use the slide notes to ellaborate.Ask the pupils how they think the cat is feeling based on his body language. Use the slide notes to ellaborate.Ask the pupils how they think the cat is feeling based on his body language. Use the slide notes to ellaborate.Ask the pupils how they think the cat is feeling based on his body language. Use the slide notes to ellaborate.Ask the pupils what would make them feel happy.Ask the pupils what would pets need to make them feel happy.Share the Welfare Needs using the slide notes.Explain what PDSA do to keep pets happy and healthy.See notes  for explanation of activity.See notes for explanation ofactivity.Thanks on behalf of PDSA.
	Pupil2: Paired discussion followed by feedback to class.Paired discussion followed by feedback to class.Paired discussion followed by feedback to class.Paired discussion followed by feedback to class.Pupils write down the things they need to make them feel happy. This could be done using the 'Needs vs Want' activity.Feedback to class.Pupils write down the things they think pets need to make them feel happy. This could be done using the 'Needs vs Want' activity. Feedback to class.Whole class activity.Group/paired activity.
	Time2: 
	Extension activity: 
	Adaptations for Additional Needs: For pupils with ASD:- Adjust the volume of any videos and check for loud noisesFor pupils with dyslexia:- Print the worksheets on coloured paper- Change the PowerPoint background to buff/pale yellowFor pupils with SEN:- Pair with a more able pupil/TA supportFor pupils with a hearing impairment:- Make sure any videos used have subtitles
	Evalution: 


